School volunteering with Habitat for Humanity
For more than 10 years, Habitat has tailor-made school volunteer activities throughout the world, involving more than 55 schools and universities from Europe and the Middle East alone. Habitat for Humanity’s service learning approach fits perfectly with the schools’ approach on international development and provides a unique way to integrate the Community, Action, Service requirements.

No skills are necessary, but by helping build a home alongside colleagues and the future homeowners, the youth will gain great interpersonal and leadership skills and a better understanding of the world’s complexity.

Choose from a variety of builds:

“Volunteering with Habitat for Humanity clearly gives the students the opportunity to experience the strong ideals in which the American School of Milan strives for: to become inquirers, communicators, open-minded, caring, risk takers, and reflective.”
—Paul Eckhardt, a teacher at the American School of Milan
The process:

We provide a *program coordinator* for your volunteer activity who will be guiding you throughout the process.

We ask for a specific *chaperone team leader* from your school who can act as the liaison for the student volunteers and your school’s needs and concerns.

Together we establish dates, locations and volunteer numbers and *organize and plan* every aspect of the volunteer experience, including accommodation, in-country transportation, food, insurance and cultural activities. We have all the tools needed on site, and we will take care of all safety orientation and safety equipment.

Habitat for Humanity will provide *training* for the identified chaperone team leader and *orientation resources* for all the student participants.
Contact us to get your school involved!

Habitat for Humanity Europe and Central Asia

Laura Ferent – Global Village manager
lferent@habitat.org
Mobile: 00421-911- 045 817

Zuzana Michalidesova – Global Village coordinator
zmichalidesova@habitat.org
Mobile: 00421-911- 045 825

Habitat for Humanity International is a Christian nonprofit organisation dedicated to the cause of eliminating poverty housing. Since its founding in 1976, Habitat has built and renovated more than 350,000 homes worldwide. In Europe and Central Asia it is present in 20 countries, where it works with partners, donors and volunteers from the region.